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supported with a wealth of learning and argument by Hont-
heim (under the pseudonym of " Febronius"), would, if
accepted, have resulted in a decentralized Catholic Church,
with the Pope enjoying only a * primacy' among the rest of
the bishops. According to Febronius, the Popes themselves
were not determined to maintain their autocracy, but the
College of Cardinals held them to it.
Although condemned by the Papacy, Febronius's book, or,
at any rate, his conclusions, found acceptance in the minds of
many clergy and also of monarchs of that age of enlightenment;
and it is believed powerfully to have contributed to the move-
ment which resulted in the suppression of the Jesuits, the
champions of Papal supremacy, in nearly all the states of
Europe. In the early years of the nineteenth century, however,
the theory of Papal supremacy, or Ultramontanism, underwent
a remarkable revival, and Febronianism, except as a lingering
tradition, ceased to have much influence, until Bismarck revived
it, in the long run unsuccessfully, in his Kulturkampf.
It seems unfair to call the eighteenth century irreligious,
seeing that it had Jansenism in the beginning and Febronian-
ism at the end, and in the middle the Wesleyan and Moravian
movements. A characteristic of Jansenism, and particularly
of Febronianism, was a liberal attitude towards the other
Christian bodies. Febronius believed that, without a sacrifice
of Catholicity, the Roman Catholic Church could draw near
to the c dissident * communions, and should be able ultimately
to include them. Papal absolutism and infallibility are, how-
ever, an insuperable obstacle to union with the Protestant
Churches; but as Febronianism denied Papal absolutism and
infallibility, it could have, and would have (if it had estab-
lished itself), found common ground with the Reformed
communions.
In the eighteenth century it would not have been safe to
look for the Christian life particularly in the ecclesiastical
principalities, any more than in Papal Rome, although con-
ditions in Rome and in the Rhineland were fairly respectable.
These Rhineland spiritual states were doomed, because they

